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AIR SACSIN ANTS (HYMENOPTERA:
FORMICIDAE)i

George C. Wheeler, Jeanette Wheeler^

ABSTRACT: The air sacs in the gasterof Veromessorlariversiarz described and illustrated.

They appear as white spots in the living ant.

During our recent study of the ants of Nevada we brought some living

workers of Veromessor lariversi MR. Smith into the laboratory for

observation. There we were greatly surprised to see 2 large white spots on
the gaster. See Figure 1 . Wehad not noticed spots on workers of this species
in the field and there were no spots on any of our preserved workers. The

mystery was not solved until we preserved some of the spotted workers in a

vial of alcohol. When the stopper was inserted the spots shrank. When
the stopper was removed, i.e., pressure released, the spots returned to

their original diameter. A trachea could be seen attached to the

Figure 1 . Left: dorsal view of a living worker showing the two air-sacs through the

transparent gastric integument. X10: spots retouched slightly to show true color.

Right: Anterodorsolateral view of air-sacs in place. XI 00.
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posterodorsal surface of each sac. So we concluded that they must be

air sacs.

Having spent most of our academic lives studying the outsides of ants,

we had almost forgotten that ants also have insides. So we began checking
the literature for clues to possible trachael sacs. In books on myrmecology,
air sacs are not mentioned. Textbooks on entomology describe and figure

air sacs of flying insects. Finally we consulted the publications of that old

master of ant anatomy, Charles Janet. It did not take long to find a reference

on the gaster of Myrmica rubra.

"Just as the esophagus, which, upon reaching the gaster, swells into a

spacious crop, so do the two trachael trunks, at the same level, swell into

two spacious respiratory sacs, with very flexible walls, plainly visible

because of the transparency in those ants which have a light-colored

integument. Under the influence of dilatation and constriction of the

chitinous integument of the gaster . . . these sacs swell and then empty,

just as our lungs fill under the influence of the movement of our thoracic

cage." (Janet 1902: 30, translated from the French.)

Janet shows these sacs in PI. II, but they are much smaller and more

irregularly shaped than the huge smoothly oval sacs of V. lariversi. See

Figure 1 (right).
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